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What to Know Before You Enroll
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 Private for-profit colleges are postsecondary 
institutions that offer an array of educational options 
from small vocational programs to traditional degree 
programs.

 They differ from their public counterparts in that they 
are managed and governed by private organizations 
and corporations.

 They differ from their non-profit counterparts in that 
they are operated for the purpose of making a profit. 
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 Flexible Schedules that may help students manage work and 
family obligations while attending school

 Shorter Programs which allow 
students to obtain their certificate or
degree more quickly

 Online options & innovation provide
opportunities for non-traditional students

 Capacity in an environment where community colleges and other 
postsecondary institutions are filling to capacity
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 Unlike non-profit and public educational institutions, for-
profits have an obligation to maximize profits for their 
shareholders. 

 This obligation presents a potential conflict with the objective 
of increasing access to a quality higher education

 “Internal company documents provide examples of tuition 
increases being implemented to satisfy company profit goals, 
that have little connection to increases in academic and 
instruction expenses…” 
(Senate HELP Committee – 2012)
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 A recent Congressional Report (2012) revealed that many for-profits 
have used tactics that mislead prospective students with regard 
to:

◦ The cost of their program

◦ The availability and obligations of Federal aid

◦ The time to complete their program

◦ The completion rates of other students

◦ The job placement rate of other students

◦ The transferability of credits, or 

◦ The reputation and accreditation of the school
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 For-Profit Colleges are often far more expensive then their 
public counterparts
◦ Bachelor’s degree programs average 20 percent more than the cost 

of comparable programs at flagship public universities
◦ Associate degree programs averaged four times the cost of degree 

programs at comparable community colleges
◦ Certificate programs similarly averaged four and a half times the 

cost of such programs at comparable community colleges. 

 For-profit colleges rarely set tuition
below available Federal student aid.

 As a result, students who attend 
for-profit colleges often take out 
sizable loans to help pay the high 
tuition at for-profit colleges. 
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 Several recent studies, including major Congressional 
reports (the HELP Reports, which examined 16 large for-
profits) have revealed that many students who attend 
for-profit colleges experience disastrous outcomes  all 
too often, such as:

 High withdrawal rates

 High student loan debt

 High rates of student loan default by graduates

 Inability to transfer credits
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The Law
The Facts
Your Rights
Available Resources
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 The Federal laws related to eligibility for financial 
aid could have a substantial impact on private 
for-profits. 

◦ A school must meet certain benchmarks and abide by 
specific law and regulation in order to be eligible to 
receive federal student aid. 

 Federal agencies like the recently created 
Consumer Protection Financial Bureau and the 
Federal Trade Commission, which enforce laws 
related to consumer protection and advertising 
practices have an impact as well. 
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AT&T Mobility L.L.C. v. Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740 (2011). 

 The Court held that the Federal Arbitration Act 
preempted California’s judicial rule routinely 
finding class action waivers in consumer 
contracts to be unconscionable

 Translation for our purposes: For-Profits can put 
mandatory arbitration agreements in enrollment 
contracts. 

 Underscores the importance of agency and state 
oversight and enforcement
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 Recent Legislation in California:

◦ 2009: California Private Postsecondary 
Education Act 

◦ 2012: AB 2296 (Block) 

 Oversight Body:

◦ California Bureau of Private Postsecondary Education 
(BPPE) is tasked with overseeing California’s Private 
Postsecondary institutions
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 School Catalog 
◦ Provided PRIOR to enrollment: Including information 

about accreditation, and if the school is unaccredited - known 
limitations to degree programs

 School Performance Fact Sheet
◦ Provided PRIOR to enrollment: Including: Job 

placement rate, License exam passage rate, salary / wage 
information, loan default rates, percentage of students 
receiving federal aid
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 Must Include:  

◦ School Catalog

◦ Performance Fact Sheet

◦ Student Brochures

◦ Link to BPPE Website

◦ Most recent annual report
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 Several state Attorney General investigations, and 
civil complaints related to issues such as 
business practices and advertising and recruiting 
practices

 Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
investigations

 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
investigations

 Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Investigations
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 Let’s break it down…

◦ $18,600 is 20% of $93,000. At this rate, even with the 
scholarship, you would be paying $73,400 for your 
bachelor’s degree.

◦ The Art Institute has programs in Media Arts, for 
example – San Diego State University (SDSU) offers 
bachelor’s degrees in majors that closely parallel these. 
Tuition for four years at SDSU: $27,904.00
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In addition to Education Connections (the ad you just saw) all of these websites 
are brands associated with Education Dynamics.

The  purpose of Education Dynamics is to help colleges increase recruitment 
and enrollment. 

It is important to understand how these search sites are funded, because it 
means you may not be presented with all of your options, only the options that 
have PAID Education Dynamics (for example) to advertise and target students 
for them. 
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 If something sounds too good to be true, it might be – ask 
questions. 

 MAKE SURE you know the amount & types of financial aid 
you will need BEFORE you enroll

 Know your options. Check out public colleges and 
community colleges, ask about scholarships and grants 
available to foster youth. What other types of “free” 
financial aid are you qualified for at the school?

 GET EVERYTHING IN WRITING

 KEEP COPIES OF ALL DOCUMENTS
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College Scorecard 
Dept. of Education Website
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HTTPS://COLLEGESCORECARD.ED.GOV

Federal College 
Navigator Website
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HTTPS://NCES.ED.GOV/COLLEGENAVIGATOR
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 Make sure the school is accredited – and look for program 
limitations if it is not

 Default Rates: Look at the default rate, if it 
is over 10% – that is a red flag.

 Make sure the credits are transferable

 Look at the graduation rate. Compare it with similar 
programs. The rate should be over 50%

 Look at salary and wage information. Even if it looks 
high, consider how much you will have to pay to service your 
student loans. 
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 Loans: Make sure you understand clearly what 
kind of loans are being offered to you before you 
sign up for them. 

◦ Government loans often have lower interest rates and 
more flexible deferment and forbearance terms than 
private loans

◦ The paperwork for private loans can look very similar 
to that for government loans AND may be serviced by the 
same or a similar-sounding loan servicer. 
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 If you have an issue at a for-profit school:

◦ Try to resolve your problem with the school
 Make certain that you keep records of everything: 

always note where, what, when, who, and how. Keep a file 
with notes and paperwork.

 Keep all of your paperwork re: enrollment and financial aid. 
Keep everything you sign or read when you are enrolling 

◦ CONTACT THE BPPE
AND FILE A COMPLAINT. 
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Melanie Delgado
Staff Attorney
Director of Transition Age Youth Projects
Mdelgado@sandiego.edu
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